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Transitions of magnetic configuration at the interface of exchange-coupled bilayers:
TbFeÕGdFe as a model system
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The magnetization profile that forms in the soft part of an exchange-coupled hard/soft bilayer submitted to
a rotating in-plane magnetic field has been studied both theoretically and experimentally. The evolution of the
stable magnetic configurations as a function of the field orientation has been determined from micromagnetic
calculations, for varying strength of the rotating field. The anisotropic magnetoresistance associated with these
configurations has been deduced and compared with experimental results obtained on a TbFe/GdFe ferrimag-
netic bilayer. A good agreement is obtained between calculated and measured data, without any parameter
adjustment. As the applied field is rotated, a twisted magnetization distribution of Bloch type develops in the
soft GdFe layer. The simulations show the existence of several possible stable magnetic profiles. These differ
either by the amount of magnetization twist only or by the amount of twist and the chirality of the profile.
Transport measurements allow one to determine which configuration is actually adopted by the system and in
what circumstances the system switches from one configuration to another. Two types of transition are iden-
tified. The first one is related to the existence of a hard axis of magnetization in the GdFe layer. The second one
corresponds to a change of chirality of the wall.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.144412 PACS number~s!: 75.60.Ch, 75.70.2i, 75.30.Et
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is currently a great interest for the magnetizat
reversal properties at the interface of exchange-coup
films. The exchange bias of a ferromagnetic layer is a
point for the development of spin-electronic devices such
magnetic sensors or random access memories.1,2 Besides the
widely studied and used antiferromagnetic/ferromagn
structure,3–5 another exchange-coupled film system of int
est is the spring-magnet structure.6 In this system, two ferro-
magnetic~or ferrimagnetic! layers, a magnetically hard on
and a soft one, are ferro- or antiferromagnetically coupled
each other. During the reversal of the soft layer magnet
tion, a competition between two energies, the Zeeman en
and the exchange interaction, takes place. A magnetic
main wall may be created in the thickness of the layer
decrease the total energy at the interface. Spring mag
thus provide a powerful mean for creating at will and co
trolling domain walls, and study their behavior under diffe
ent constraints.6–8 Well-controlled domain walls are also e
sential to study another interesting topic still in discussi
that is the magnetoresistance of magnetic domain walls.9–12

In the present article, the magnetization configuration
a spring-magnet structure is investigated through its m
netoresistive response in a rotating in-plane magnetic fi
The system studied consists of a Tb55Fe45 (50 nm)/
Gd40Fe60 (100 nm) bilayer. In Gd40Fe60 and Tb55Fe45 ferri-
magnetic alloys, the coupling between the Fe and the
earth spins is antiferromagnetic and the contribution of r
earth moments to magnetization is dominant. Because
exchange coupling between the TbFe and GdFe layer
dominated by Fe-Fe ferromagnetic interactions, the coup
0163-1829/2003/67~14!/144412~13!/$20.00 67 1444
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between the net magnetization of the two ferrimagnetic l
ers is of ferromagnetic nature. The Tb55Fe45/Gd40Fe60 sys-
tem exhibits exchange bias properties.7 The magnetization of
the Gd40Fe60 layer, which is magnetically soft, is strongl
pinned at the interface by the exchange coupling with
magnetization of the Tb55Fe45 layer, which is magnetically
extremely hard. As an external field is applied to this syst
and progressively rotated away from the pinning direction
Bloch-like domain wall of varying twist may form in the
Gd40Fe60 layer.

The paper is divided as follows. We first present and d
cuss the magnetoresistance properties of a single 100
thick Gd40Fe60 layer in a rotating field. This allows us
to extract the intrinsic characteristics of the soft lay
and, simultaneously, to introduce the problematic of fie
angle-dependent magnetic configuration in the case o
simple system. Then, we focus on th
Tb55Fe45 (50 nm)/Gd40Fe60 (100 nm) spring-magnet struc
ture. A model is developed that shows that several equi
rium magnetization profiles are theoretically possible due
the existence of a uniaxial anisotropy in the soft layer and
the two different chiralities the domain wall can adopt. It
shown that the reversal from one type of profile to anot
can take place following an irreversible transition from o
equilibrium solution to the other. The expected anisotro
magnetoresistance~AMR! signal corresponding to the
different profiles is calculated and compared with the res
of resistivity measurements performed on t
Tb55Fe45/Gd40Fe60 bilayer. This permits to conclude o
which magnetic profile is really adopted by the system. T
dependence of the transitions observed from one magn
©2003 The American Physical Society12-1
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F. MONTAIGNE, S. MANGIN, AND Y. HENRY PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 144412 ~2003!
configuration to another as a function of temperature
field amplitude is presented and discussed in details.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Tb55Fe45 and Gd40Fe60 alloys were successively deposite
on glass substrates by coevaporation of the pure elem
from three different sources, in a high vacuum chamber
the following, these alloys will be referred to as GdFe a
TbFe. Prior to their deposition, gold pads were deposited
the substrates~through a mask! and copper test leads wer
attached to them to eventually ensure very good electr
contacts to the magnetic film. The Gd, Tb, and Fe deposi
rates were monitored by quartz microbalances, previou
calibrated by optical interferometry. The glass substra
were kept at 77 K during growth in order to obtain amo
phous alloys. The pressure in the evaporation chamber
in the 1028 Torr range during deposition. A 30-nm thick ca
ping layer of Si was finally deposited on top of the TbF
GdFe bilayer to protect it from oxidation. The compositio
and the amorphous character of the alloys were checke
x-ray analysis and transmission electron microscopy, res
tively.

A uniaxial anisotropy in the plane of the film was induc
in GdFe by using a specific deposition geometry.13 Magneti-
zation measurements give a saturation magnetization oM
5(10006100) emu/cm3 and an anisotropy constant ofK
5(1262)3104 erg/cm3 at 100 K. Further evidence of
well-defined anisotropy in the soft GdFe layer is presente
Sec. III. At temperatures below 100 K, the 50-nm thick Tb
layer is extremely hard magnetically: Its coercive~switching!
field is larger than 10 kOe. As a result, its magnetizat
remains essentially unaffected by the application of exte
fields as large as 1 kOe.

Electrical resistivity measurements were carried out
temperatures between 12 and 100 K in a continuous fl
helium cryostat, using a conventional four-wire method. T
resistance of the sample was monitored as the external
H, produced by an electromagnet, was continuously rota
in the plane of the film. To avoid induction effects, the a
gular velocity of the magnet was set to 0.5 deg/s. In th
conditions, the angular resolution was found to be better t
0.2 deg. The current was flowing in the plane@current-in-
plane~CIP! geometry# and parallel to the easy axis of ma
netization (Ox) of the GdFe layer. All the experiments we
performed using the same experimental protocol: A satu
ing field of 12 kOe was first applied at room temperatu
along theOx direction. Then the sample was cooled und
this saturating field to the measurement temperature. O
this temperature was reached, the field strength was red
to the required value (0,H<1000 Oe) while its direction
was kept unchanged. Finally, resistivity data were taken s
cessively for both counterclockwise and clockwise directio
of rotation of the field. This procedure ensured that, at
beginning of each experiment, the magnetization of the
and hard layers was homogeneously aligned along the
axis Ox. Note that to make sure that the variations in res
tivity observed were solely due to changes in the microm
14441
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netic configuration of the sample, the temperature of the
ter had to be stabilized to better than 0.2 K.

III. SINGLE GdFe LAYER

We will first consider the case of a single GdFe film, 1
nm thick, fabricated in the conditions described before. T
study of this film will be useful in two ways. First, it will
allow us to determine the intrinsic characteristics of the s
layer that is part of the spring-magnet structure under st
in this paper. Second, and more important, this study w
serve as an introduction to the problematic of field-ang
dependent magnetic configuration in the case of a sim
system and, as such, will constitute a reference basis for
description of the behavior of the more complex sprin
magnet structure.

A. Model

As already mentioned before and further ascertained
the sequel, the GdFe film possesses a magnetic uniaxia
isotropy in its plane. Let us call its constantK. The evolution
of the film magnetizationM , which may be considered a
uniform in an in-plane rotating fieldH, is essentially gov-
erned by the Stoner-Wohlfarth Model.14 In order to obtain
theoretically the equilibrium angular position~s! of M , ũ,
one has to find the minima of the total volumic magne
energy

E~u!5K sin2u2HM cos~u2c!, ~1!

whereu is the angle betweenM and the easy axisOx andc
the angle betweenH andOx. Equation~1! can be rewritten
in a more convenient~dimensionless! manner:

e~u!5
1

2
sin2u2

H

Ha
cos~u2c!, ~2!

wheree5E/(HaM ) is now the reduced magnetic energy
the system, to be minimized with respect tou, and Ha
52K/M is the anisotropy field. The system exhibits diffe
ent behaviors depending on the relative values ofH andHa .

~1! For H>Ha , the energye(u) admits a single mini-
mum for allc. As the field is progressively rotated from 0 t
360°, the magnetization follows more or less closely t
field and occupies successively all the possible angular p
tions u. In this field regime, there exists an angle-depend
misalignment betweenM and H, which writes ũ2c

52arcsin@Ha /(2H)sin(2ũ)#. It is zero not only forc50°
and 180° (HiOx), but also forc590° and 270° (H'Ox).
For H5Ha , its maximum value is 30° (10° forH52Ha).
We name this regime A.

~2! For Ha/2<H,Ha , the situation is somewhat mor
complex. Indeed, the in-plane uniaxial anisotropy, with
twofold symmetry, is responsible for the coexistence, ove
certain range of anglec centered around 90°, of two energ
minima. In the following, these will be called anisotrop
wells. Figures 1~a–c! showing the variation ofe with u for
H/Ha50.6 and different values ofc illustrates this property.
2-2
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TRANSITIONS OF MAGNETIC CONFIGURATION AT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 144412 ~2003!
Here, we will restrict our discussion to the angular range
<c,180°. What happens for 180<c,360° may be de-
duced by symmetry.

Because of the way it is prepared before one starts
rotate the external field, the system initially finds itself in t
first anisotropy well AW1, located atũ1,90° ~magnetization
closest to the easy directionu50°). Thesecond anisotropy
well AW2 located atũ2.90° ~magnetization closest to th
easy directionu5180°) forms progressively asc ap-
proaches 90°@Fig. 1~a!#. Its depth increases with increasin
c but, as long asc is less thanca

m590°, AW2 remains
higher in energy than AW1. Beyondca

m , AW2 gets eventu-
ally lower in energy than AW1 and, therefore, it would b
energetically advantageous for the system to switch into
magnetic configuration corresponding to AW2. However,
realize this, the system has to overcome the energy ba
that exists between AW1 and AW2@Fig. 1~b!#. If it is unable
to do so, as in the usual Stoner-Wohlfarth model, the sys
remains in the metastable state corresponding to AW1 u
the energy barrier vanishes. This occurs at a certain angleca

M

(ca
M.ca

m), beyond which the system necessarily finds its
in AW2 @Fig. 1~c!#. The field regime just described, whic
we nameB, is thus characterized by an abrupt change
orientation ofM @Fig. 1~d!# at an anglec such thatca

m<c
<ca

M : the system avoids certain angular positions, arou

u590° and 270°~hard axis!. In this regime B,ũ5c only for
c50° and 180° (HiOx).

~3! For H,Ha/2, a field regime we name C, the tw
anisotropy wells exist and are separated from each othe

FIG. 1. Results of the model of Sec. III A describing the beha
ior of a single magnetic layer with homogeneous magnetizatio
an in-plane rotating field. The reduced field value used isH/Ha

50.6. ~a–c! Variation of the normalized energye @Eq. ~2!# as a
function of the magnetization angleu, for different orientation of
the applied field:~a! c580°, ~b! 95°, and~c! 120°. ~d! Possible

stable angular positions of the magnetizationũ, ~e! the correspond-

ing normalized energyẽ5e( ũ), and ~f! AMR R̄, @Eq. ~4!# as a
function of the field anglec. Solid and dashed lines in~d!–~e!
correspond to the first and second anisotropy wells, AW1 and AW
respectively~see text for details!.
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an energy barrier, whateverc (ca
M does not exist!. The sys-

tem initially located in AW1 can thus only switch to AW2 i
a mechanism exists that allows it to pass the energy bar
In the Stoner-Wohlfarth model, where no such mechanism
considered, the magnetization is ‘‘pinned’’ along the ea
axis and its angular position just oscillates aroundu50° as
the external field is rotated.

Our investigations being based on resistivity measu
ments as a function of the field angle, we need, before p
ceeding with the analysis of the experimental results, to
tablish the relationship that exists between the electr
resistance of the system and its magnetic configuration
the geometry chosen for the reported experiments, we
sume that the only source of magnetoresistive effect is
AMR. The GdFe film having a uniform in-plane magnetiz
tion and the current flowing through it being parallel to t
easy axisOx its resistance as a function ofc is given by

R~c!5R'1DRcos2@ ũ~c!#5Ri2DR sin2@ ũ~c!#, ~3!

whereR'5R(u590°) @respectively,Ri5R(u50°)] is the
resistance for a magnetization perpendicular~respectively,
parallel! to the current, hence toOx, and DR5Ri2R' .
Note that for the GdFe films studied,Ri is larger thanR' .
From Eq.~3!, we define the normalized AMR, which will be
discussed in the following, as

R̄~c!5
R~c!2Ri

DR
52sin2@ ũ~c!#. ~4!

A normalized AMR of 0~respectively,21) thus corresponds
to a magnetization parallel~respectively, perpendicular! to
the easy axis and current directions. Figure 1~f! shows the
normalized AMR curvesR̄(c) computed using this model
for H/Ha50.6 ~regimeB). It is worth mentioning that, in
regimeB, the minimum of resistance is reached for the p
cise anglec at which the system switches into the seco
anisotropy well AW2, irrespective of whether it is allowed
pass the energy barrier between AW1 and AW2 (ca

m<c
,ca

M) or forced to stay in the metastable state associa
with AW1 until the barrier vanishes (c5ca

M).

B. Experimental results and discussion

The normalized AMR curvesR̄(c) deduced from the
measurements carried out at 100 K on the single GdFe la
in rotating fields of 200, 500, and 2000 Oe are shown in F
2. The existence of a well-defined uniaxial anisotropy in t
GdFe film~with its easy axis parallel to the current! is dem-
onstrated by the twofold symmetry and the dependence
field amplitude of the shape of these curves.

For H5500 and 2000 Oe,R̄(c) presents two rathe
smooth minima, atc590° and 270°, the level of which
(R̄521) corresponds to the smallest possible AMR va
(R/Ri21520.36%), expected to be reached whenũ5c
590° or 270°. This clearly shows that the field values
500 and 2000 Oe belong to regimeA(H>Ha), in which the
magnetization passes continuously through all the poss
angular positionsu.

-
in

2,
2-3
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F. MONTAIGNE, S. MANGIN, AND Y. HENRY PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 144412 ~2003!
For H5200 Oe, theR̄(c) curve still exhibits two minima
but these are sharp and, more important, higher in valueR̄
;20.6) than for the two previous field amplitudes. Th
reveals that the magnetization is never oriented atu590° or
270°, and therefore thatH is smaller thanHa ~regimeB).
The fact that the resistivity minima still occur forc5ca

m

590° ~and 270°), as in regimeA, shows that at 100 K the
system moves from the first anisotropy well AW1 into t
second AW2 as soon as the latter gets lower in energy
the former. It is very likely that thermal agitation is respo
sible for this phenomena.

Simulations of the experimental resistivity curvesR̄(c)
have been carried out, using the model described in S
III A, and assuming that the magnetization always adopts
angular position that corresponds to the absolute minim
of magnetic energy@Eq. ~2!#. The only parameter of the
model, that isHa , was fixed to the value of 240 Oe, deduc
from superconducting quantum interference device mag
tometry. Remarkably, this value allows us to reproduce v
closely all of the experimental data~Fig. 2!. Then, the
Stoner-Wohlfarth model describes well the behavior of
single GdFe film in a given magnetic state. From this mod
the height of the energy barrier between the two anisotr
wells can be evaluated. Forc590°, the equilibrium angular
positions of the magnetization are such that sinũ5H/Ha ,
from which it follows that the barrier height is simpl
d(H)5D(H)V5 1

2 (MHa)(12H/Ha)2V, where V is the
volume of the material susceptible of switching irreversib
from one anisotropy well to the other. Assuming that therm
fluctuations are responsible for the switching atc,ca

M ,
which may be the case provided thatkBT is of the order of
d(H)/20 ~Ref. 15! or larger, an upper bound for the therm
activation volume may be deduced, which rea
20kBT/D(H). It amounts to 93104 nm3 ~for H5200 Oe
andT5100 K) and is thus much smaller than the volume
the GdFe film studied, which is 431015 nm3. This suggests
that the change in magnetic configuration occurs by mean
a ~thermally assisted! nucleation/propagation mechanism, i
volving the nucleation of a small ‘‘reversed’’ nucleus, pos

FIG. 2. ~Open circles! Normalized AMR curves deduced from
measurements at 100 K with applied magnetic fields of 200, 5
and 1000 Oe on a single 100-nm thick Gd40Fe60 layer. Solid lines
are simulations of the experimental data, using the model of S
III A and assuming that the system always adopts its ground s
magnetic configuration.
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bly followed by the subsequent growth of the ‘‘reverse
fraction of the sample. Furthermore, as is usually the cas
imperfect materials, it is all the more likely that nucleatio
occurs in reality at the location of defects with locally r
duced anisotropy field~compared with that of the main phas
Ha), hence lowered anisotropy barrier.

IV. TbFeÕGdFe SPRING MAGNET

We now turn our attention to the TbFe/GdFe sprin
magnet structure. Its behavior in an in-plane rotating field
of course significantly more complex than that of the sin
layer described before. In particular, the chirality of t
Bloch wall that forms in the soft layer constituting an add
tional degree of freedom of the system, the magnetic c
figurations possibly adopted are more numerous.

A. Model

We consider here that, in external fields of moderate a
plitude such as those used experimentally, the magnetiza
of the hard layer is frozen at low temperature due to its v
high magnetic rigidity. The TbFe magnetization is homog
neous and aligned along theOx direction, that is the easy
axis of the soft layer, as a result of the cooling proced
described in Sec. II. As a Bloch wall is expected to form
the GdFe layer, its magnetizationM can no longer be con
sidered as always uniform, as in the case of an isolated la
~Sec. III!. Instead, we assume thatM is ~still! laterally in-
variant but makes an angleũ(z) with respect toOx which is
depth dependent~Fig. 3!. At the TbFe/GdFe interface (z

50), the interfacial exchange coupling imposesũ(0)50.
Unless stated otherwise, our discussion will be restricted
equilibrium in-plane magnetization configurations since a
plied, pinning and demagnetizing fields tend to maintain

0,

c.
te

FIG. 3. ~Left! Schematic representation of the spin structu
forming in the TbFe/GdFe bilayer as the external fieldH is rotated
counterclockwise an anglec away from the easy axis directionOx.
~Right! Polar plot of the corresponding depth dependence of

magnetization angleũ(z).
2-4
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FIG. 4. ~a!–~c! Polar plots of the depth dependence of the magnetization angle, as obtained from the model of Sec. IV A. The calc
were carried out fort/l54.5, H/Ha50.625, and several field orientations indicated by arrows:~a! c5110°, ~b! 200°, and~c! 250°. The
profiles corresponding to the different local minima of the energy@Eq. ~6!# are represented with different line styles.
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GdFe magnetization in the plane of the film. This aspect w
be further discussed in the last part of the paper.

The surfacic energy of the soft layer is obtained by in
grating, over the layer thicknesst, the exchange energy cha
acterized by the stiffness constantA, the anisotropy energy o
constantK, and the Zeeman energy corresponding to the
teraction ofM with the in-plane external fieldH of anglec
~measured fromOx):

E5E
0

tFAS du~z!

dz D 2

1K sin2u~z!2HM cos@u~z!2c#Gdz.

~5!

Equation ~5! can be simplified by introducing the ex
change lengthl5AA/K and the anisotropy fieldHa
52K/M :

e5
E

AAK
5E

0

t/lF S du~j!

dj D 2

1sin2u~j!

22
H

Ha
cos@u~j!2c#Gdj. ~6!

This allows one to deal with a reduced energye that con-
tains only two dimensionless parameterst/l andH/Ha . No-
tice that, in the figures of this paper,e will systematically be
shifted by22Ht/(Hal), so thate(c50,u50)50. In order
to determine numerically the magnetic configurations@ ũ(z)#
that can possibly be~meta!stable in the spring-magnet stru
ture, Eq.~5! was transformed in a discrete form ande was
minimized with respect tou(z), with the limit condition
ũ(0)50. The soft film was thus treated as a chain of sp
running normal to the layers.6 The energy of the chain wa
minimized iteratively and for every values ofc, the different
local minima the energye may admit were obtained by star
ing from different initial conditions.

In order to compare numerical simulations with transp
measurements, the AMR of the magnetic profiles minimiz
e were also calculated. For a layer with an inhomogene
magnetization profile and a thickness much larger than
mean free path~a few tenths of nanometers!, as the GdFe
layer (t5100 nm), the total conductance can be conside
14441
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as equivalent to that of parallel slides of the magnetic ma
rial at different depthz, having different magnetization ori
entation ũ(z) with respect to the current direction, henc
different resistivityr(z). The sheet resistanceR of such a
layer is then given by

1

R
5E

0

t dz

r~z!
5E

0

t dz

r i2Dr sin2@ ũ~z!#
, ~7!

wherer i ~respectively,r') is the resistivity for a magneti-
zation homogeneous and parallel~respectively, perpendicu
lar! to the current andDr5r i2r' . As we did for the single
layer @Sec. III A, Eq. ~4!#, we define a normalized AMR a
R̄(c)5@R(c)2Ri#/@Ri2R'#, where Ri5r i/t and R'

5r' /t.
Note that the resistance measured on our samples n

rally contains a contribution from the TbFe and Si laye
However, the anisotropic magnetoresistance of GdFe is
weak (DR/Ri;0.3–0.4%) that the influence of these laye
with field-independent conduction on thenormalizedAMR
defined above, which is the variable discussed in this pa
is negligible @at first order inDr/r i , it cancels out as one
calculatesR̄(c)].

B. Results and predictions of the model

In the discussion that follows, we will restrict ourselves
the case where the external field is rotated counterclockw
Upon varyingc, several energy wells may form dependin
on the values oft/l and H/Ha . Of course, these alway
correspond to minima of thetotal energy of the system
However, in most cases, their origin can be identified
being primarily related to the competition between two of t
three energy terms that makes upe @Eq. ~6!#. In particular,
energy wells may appear, which are primarily determined
the competition between the Zeeman and anisotropy e
gies. These are equivalent to the two anisotropy wells AW
( ũ1,90°) and AW2 (ũ2.90°) appearing in the case of th
single layer, in regime B@see Sec. III and Fig. 1~b!#. In the
case of the spring-magnet structure, we may define the
anisotropy well AW1 as the one corresponding to the m
netic profile with the spins closest tou50° and the second
2-5
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anisotropy well AW2 as that corresponding to the magne
profile with the spins closest tou5180° @Fig. 4~a!#. Energy
wells may also form which arise primarily from, the comp
tition between the Zeeman and the exchange energies. T
are more intimately related to the formation of a Bloch w
in the soft layer. Indeed, as the external field is rotated
twisted magnetization profile forms in which the spins m
rotate either counterclockwise or clockwise, with increas
distance from the hard layer@Fig. 4~b!#. These two possible
chiralities of the Bloch wall, which we name, respective
s1 ands2, may correspond to two energy wells CW1 and
CW2, which as we will see in the sequel can possibly co
ist under certain conditions. Such a classification of the
ergy minima in so-called anisotropy and chirality wells is
course arbitrary since a well-identified rightly as being
one kind~say anisotropy! for a given field angle most often
transforms progressively in a well of the other kind~chiral-
ity! upon increasing continuouslyc. Besides, a few situa
tions exist in which energy wells appear the formation
which does not clearly originate from the competition of tw
particular energy terms among the three that the total en
e contains; this is especially the case when more than
energy wells coexist@Fig. 4~c!#. However, the classification
proposed is particularly convenient to describe the magn
behavior of our complex system in simple words. This is
reason why we will use it in what follows.

As for the single layer, the behavior of the spring-mag
structure shows different regimes, depending on the valu
the controlling parameterst/l andH/Ha . We shall now il-
lustrate this point. Figure 5 shows the results of the calcu
tions for a normalized thickness oft/l56 and different val-
ues of H/Ha . In each of the four groups of graphs th
compose Fig. 5, we have represented, from top to bott
the angleũ(t) made by the ‘‘last spin’’ of the soft layer, th
reduced magnetic energyẽ and the normalized AMRR̄ of
the stable magnetic profiles, as a function ofc.

~1! Let us first consider the case of a relatively lar
applied field H/Ha51 @Fig. 5~a!#. The initial conditions
(c50) are such that all the spins are initially aligned alo
Ox @ ũ(z)50#. This configuration corresponds to the abs
lute minimum of energy and the maximum resistance of
system (R̄50). As H rotates progressively towardsc590°
~counterclockwise!, the spins are dragged away from th
u50° direction and a wall with chiralitys1 starts to de-
velop. This leads to an increase of energy~exchange and
anisotropy! and a decrease of resistance. Because the ap
field is large, the magnetic profile evolves in a continuo
manner~single energy well! in the vicinity of the hard axis
(c; 90°). At a certain field angle slightly larger than 90
the resistance reaches a smooth minimum, which co
sponds to the maximum of magnetization perpendicula
the current direction. AsH rotates further beyond 90° an
approachesc5180°, the system is in the CW1 energy well.
The energyẽ keeps on building up, which is entirely due
an increase in exchange energy, since anisotropy energy
decreases. Forc5180°, ũ(t) is nearly 180°. However, the
resistance is not maximum (R̄520.17). This feature is the
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clear signature of the presence of the Bloch wall in the s
layer and the difference in resistanceR̄(0°)2R̄(180°) is a
direct measure of the amount of magnetization twist in
wall.

As c just exceedscc
m5180°, the CW1 energy well@wall

with chirality s1, Fig. 4~b!# in which the system sits be
comes higher in energy than that corresponding to a m
netic profile with a wall of opposite chiralitys2, that is the
CW2 well. However, an energy barrier separates CW1 and
CW2. Fromcc

m , the system may thus stay in the metasta
s1 state or, if a mechanism exists that makes this possi
overcome the energy barrier and fall into the energetica
more favorables2 state. If the system succeeds in escap
from CW1, a discontinuous change in magnetic profile o
curs (s1→s2), which allows to reduce the energyẽ and
unwind the wall upon further rotating the field. If, on th
contrary, the system cannot overcome the barrier, the ch
ity of the wall remains unchanged and the total energyẽ and
the magnetization twist keep on building up continuously

FIG. 5. Results of the model of Sec. IV A, describing the b
havior of a spring-magnet structure witht/l56 in an in-plane ro-
tating field. Four values of the reduced field are considered, wh
correspond to the four groups of graphs:~a! H/Ha51, ~b! H/Ha

50.6, ~c! H/Ha50.4, and~d! H/Ha50.2. Represented in eac

group, as a function of the applied field anglec, are the angleũ(t)
made by the last spin of the soft layer~top!, the normalized energy

ẽ ~middle!, and the normalized AMRR̄~bottom! of the stable mag-
netic profile~s!. Different line styles are used, which correspond
different local minima of the total energye @Eq. ~6!# ~see text for
details!.
2-6
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c increases abovecc
m . In this case, the AMR increases un

it reaches a maximum atc.cc
m , then goes through a

smooth minimum atc.270°, the level of which is highe
than that of the first minimum observed close toc590°
~nonequivalent magnetic profiles!. Furthermore, the system
is forced to stay in the CW1 well until the barrier vanishes
This eventually occurs for a field anglecc

M.cc
m . Beyond

cc
M , the system necessarily finds itself in the CW2 well and

the chirality of the wall must have changed froms1 to s2

to minimize exchange energy. The discontinuous chang
magnetic profile manifests in theR̄(c) curve either by a
broad pointed maximum if it occurs exactly forc5cc

m

5180° or by an abrupt change in resistance if it takes pl
at cc

m,c<cc
M . Note that for reasons of symmetry, th

AMR curve is necessarily such thatR̄(c)5R̄(360°2c) af-
ter the change of chirality.

In summary, the behavior just described, which belong
a regime we nameA, is characterized by a continuous in
crease of magnetization twist interrupted by an abr
change of wall chirality at a given anglecc

m<c<cc
M ~where

cc
m5180°), followed by a continuous unwinding of the wa
~2! As the field is reduced toH/Ha50.6 @Fig. 5~b!#, the

effect of the uniaxial anisotropy of the soft layer is mo
pronounced and the magnetization does no longer rotate
tinuously when the external field is oriented close to the h
axis (c slightly larger than 90°). As in the case of the sing
layer in regimeB, two anisotropy wells AW1 and AW2 co
exist in this angular range. These correspond to magn
profiles with the same wall chiralitys1, but different mag-
netization twists@Fig. 4~a!#. As for the single layer, there
exists a field angleca

m (ca
m.90° in this case! beyond which

the first of these anisotropy wells AW1 gets higher in ener
hence energetically less favorable than the second one A
but an energy barrier still separates AW1 and AW2, as w
as an angleca

M.ca
m above which this barrier vanishes. Th

kind of behavior that belongs to a regime we name also B
analogy with the case of the single layer, is very similar
the previous one as far as the change of wall chirality
concerned. The main qualitative difference between reg
A and regimeB is that the magnetization undergoes a disc
tinuous change of orientation not only at an anglecc

m<c
<cc

M ~change of chirality!, as in regimeA, but also at an
angleca

m<c<ca
M . The passage from AW1 to AW2 give

rise to a sudden drop in resistance and the anglec at which
this occurs is immediately followed by a sharp minimum
the AMR curve R̄(c). Note finally that if the change o
chirality occurs beforec reaches 360°2ca

m , the AMR curve
will also exhibit, at an angle slightly smaller than 270°,
abrupt increase corresponding to the transition of the sys
from AW2 back to AW1. However, for the sake of simplicit
and conciseness, we will not discuss in more details w
happens in this case.

~3! If the field is further reduced toH/Ha50.4 @Fig. 5~c!#,
the energy barrier between AW1 and AW2 never vanis
~the angleca

M does not exist anymore!. The system can thu
escape from AW1 only if a mechanism exists that allows it
overcome the energy barrier. If such a mechanism does
14441
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exist, the system is confined in a metastable state~AW1!, the
twist in the magnetization profile is very limited in amplitud

@ ũ(t) never reaches 180°] and no discontinuous chang
observed in the magnetic profile andR̄(c) curve@solid lines
in Fig. 5~c!#. In the opposite case@discontinuous lines in Fig.
5~c!#, a domain wall of large twist@ ũ(t)>180°# may form
and beyond the anglec>ca

m at which it escapes from AW1
the system behaves more or less as in regimeB. This behav-
ior is part of a regime that, by analogy again, we callC.

~4! Finally, for the very small field ofH/Ha50.2 @Fig.
5~d!#, a single energy well exists~AW1!, whateverc. The
field is so weak that the magnetization cannot be pulled
away fromu50°. The system is necessarily in a state sim
lar to the metastable solution of regimeC. We name this
ultimate regimeD.

Depending on the normalized thicknesst/l, the transition
between the different regimes~A to D! defined before occurs
at different fields and all the regimes are not even permitt
Figure 6 shows a calculated phase diagram indicating w
regime occurs for a given couple of parameterst/l and
H/Ha . The stars in this phase diagram indicates the f
particular cases treated previously (t/l56, H/Ha50.2, 0.4,
0.6, and 1!. Several aspects of this diagram call for com
ments. In the limit case of infinite thickness, the influence
the interfacial pinning is of course negligible. RegimeD is
not permitted as the two anisotropy wells AW1 and AW
exist at very low fields. As expected, the soft layer beha
as if it were an isolated layer with uniaxial anisotropy. Wh
the thickness is reduced, the importance of the interfa
pinning naturally enhances. Its first obvious effect is to p
vent the existence of the second anisotropy well AW2, he
the access to it, for the lowest fields~regimeD). More gen-
erally, pinning creates an imbalance between the two e
directions of magnetization and favors AW1 at the expe
of AW2. As a result, the field span of regimeB is reduced:
regimeA extends on this side ofHa and regimeC extends
beyondHa/2. Finally, for the smallest thicknesses (t/l<2
typically!, pinning ~exchange! strongly prevails over anisot

FIG. 6. Calculated phase diagram showing the domain of e
tence of regimesA, B, C, andD as a function of the input param
eterst/l and H/Ha . The stars indicate the simulations of Fig.
The crosses correspond to the experimental data of Fig. 8, and
open circles correspond to those experimental data of Fig. 8 tha
compared with the model calculations in Fig. 9.
2-7
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ropy. As a consequence, regimesB andC do not exist and a
direct transition exists from regimeA to regimeD.

We have shown that in regimesA and B, and also in
regimeC, if the system can escape from AW1, which we w
assume in the rest of this section, a counterclockwise (s1)
magnetic spiral forms in the soft layer when the applied fi
is rotated counterclockwise. As the rotation passescc

m

5180°, it becomes energetically more favorable to hav
clockwise (s2) twist of the soft layer magnetization. How
ever, unless a mechanism exists that allows it to overco
the energy barrier existing between these two configuratio
the system cannot adopt immediately the less energetics2

magnetization profile. It can only do so at a certain critic
angle cc

M for which the energy barrier vanishes. Figure
shows the variation of this critical angle as a function of t
reduced fieldH/Ha , for different normalized thicknessest/l
of the soft layer. Depending on the values oft/l andH/Ha ,
the change of chirality atcc

M is driven and determined b
qualitatively different mechanisms. We shall discuss t
now.

~1! For small thicknesses~and large fields necessarily!,
the domain wall extends over the entire film thickness. T
rotating field drags the spins in the soft layer rather far aw
from u50°. However, as long asc,cc

M , these lag in ori-
entation well behind the field. As an illustration, the angle
the topmost spinũ(t) is only 180° whenc5200°, for t/l
53 and H/Ha51. The total energy of the system is thu
dominated by the exchange and the Zeeman contributi
The change of chirality then occurs to reduce simultaneou
these two energy terms of comparable importance.

~2! In the case of large thicknesses (t/l.4) and low
fields, it is anisotropy that primarily determines the critic
anglecc

M . The behavior of the spring-magnet may be sc
matized as follows. Asc approaches 270°~hard axis!, the
system is in the second anisotropy well AW2 and many
the ‘‘soft’’ spins are oriented such that 180°<ũ(z),360°.
As c gets larger than 270°, anisotropy tends to make th
spins switch~irreversibly! back towards theu50° direction
~AW1 well!. If this occurred by further rotating the spin
counterclockwise, i.e., without a change of the wall chiral
this would result in a dramatic increase of exchange ene
To avoid this, the switching from AW2 to AW1 must nece

FIG. 7. Calculated evolution of the critical angle of chirali
reversalcc

M as a function of the reduced fieldH/Ha , for various
normalized thicknessest/l of the soft layer.
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sarily be accompanied by as1→s2 transition. In this re-
gime, the change of chirality is therefore directly related
the stability of the second anisotropy well AW2. This is th
reason why the critical angle is of order 270° and is not v
sensitive to the soft layer thickness.

~3! For large thicknesses and fields, there is no switch
from one anisotropy well to the other anymore and the
main wall would go on winding continuously if this did no
lead to an excessive exchange energy. Then, in this case
s1→s2 transition essentially occurs to release exchan
energy. As in our model the change of chirality necessa
proceeds by unwinding of the domain wall~which will be
described in more details later!, the value ofcc

M is deter-
mined by the competition between the exchange energy
is reduced and the Zeeman energy that increases as the
align parallel to the direction of the hard layer magnetizatio
during this process. The Zeeman energy rising with incre
ing applied field, the predicted variation ofcc

M with H is a
monotonous increase.

C. Experimental results and discussion

Figure 8 shows examples of AMR curves recorded at
K on the Tb55Fe45 (50 nm)/Gd40Fe60 (100 nm) bilayer by
rotating the external field successively counterclockwise
clockwise. Several characteristic features of these cur
clearly indicate the formation of a twisted magnetization p
file in the soft layer upon rotation ofH. First, the minima in
the AMR curves never occur at 90° and 270° (H parallel to
the hard axis!, whereas they systematically do so in the ca
of a single GdFe layer~Sec. III B!. Second, the level of re
sistance reached when the field is oriented atc5180° is

FIG. 8. Magnetoresistance ratioDR/Ri5R(c)/Ri21 vs field
anglec, as deduced from the measurements carried out at 50 K
a Tb55Fe45 (50 nm)/Gd40Fe60 (100 nm) spring-magnet structure
The magnitude of the rotating field is indicated next to the curv
2-8
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significantly lower than that measured at the very beginn
of the rotation (c50°), that is, for a state in which the GdF
magnetization distribution is without fail uniform. Third, th
~local! maxima of resistance observed about half w
through the counterclockwise~respectively, clockwise! AMR
curves are systematically shifted towards larger~respectively,
smaller! angles with respect to the position where they a
pear for the single layer, that is,c5180°. Last, even at fields
much larger than the GdFe anisotropy fieldHa5240 Oe
@Figs. 8~a, b!#, the experimental curves exhibit rotation
hysteresis and abrupt, irreversible changes in resistance
such changes being expected, neither observed, for a
layer of uniform magnetization, these can undoubtedly
attributed to a change of chirality of the wall formed in th
GdFe layer.

Most of the regimes evoked in Sec. IV B are represen
in the AMR curves of Fig. 8~see Fig. 6!. Those of Figs.
8~a–c! (H/Ha52.50, 1.67, 1.25) show deep minima and
continuous variation of resistance in the vicinity of the ha
axis, which are characteristic of regimeA. Curves of Fig.
8~e! (H/Ha50.63) exhibit sharp minima immediately pre
ceded or followed by abrupt changes in resistance, which
characteristic of regimeB, while those of Fig. 8~d! (H/Ha
50.83) correspond almost exactly to the boundary betw
regimeA and regimeB @Fig. 6#. Finally, the AMR curves of
Fig. 8~f! (H/Ha50.42), with their abrupt drops of resistanc
preceded by flat regions~or very shallow minima!, are em-
blematic of regimeC. Interestingly, the data of Fig. 8~f! re-
veal the formation of a wall of large twist@R̄(180°)
,R̄(0°)#, even in that low field regime where the ener
barrier between AW1 and AW2 never vanishes theoretica
Obviously, this barrier is overcome. Note finally that the e
perimental setup used did not have the thermal stability
quired to observe regimeD. In this regime indeed, the AMR
response of the sample studied was similar in amplitude
the changes in resistance induced by temperature fluctua
as small as 0.1–0.2 K.

Except for the features related to the chirality reversal,
normalized AMR curves do not show large global chang
with varying temperature. Their amplitude and shape rem
almost the same, for a given field value. Furthermore,
transition from regimeA to regimeB, which, as we have
seen before, clearly manifests by the appearance of su
resistance jumps in the vicinity of the hard axis direction,
found to occur always forH slightly smaller than 200 Oe
irrespective of the temperature. This reveals that the ani
ropy fieldHa and the exchange lengthl do not vary greatly
between 12 and 100 K.

Once again for the sake of simplicity, we will from no
onwards restrict our discussion to the experimental data
tained with the field rotated counterclockwise. Figure 9 co
pares normalized AMR curvesR̄(c) deduced from the mea
surements at 50 K with simulations. For this comparis
limited to few field values, the experimental data were ch
sen so that each of the regimesA @Fig. 9~i!#, B @Fig. 9~f!#,
andC @Fig. 9~c!# be represented~see Fig. 6!. The simulations
were performed withHa5240 Oe~see Sec. III B!. To get an
estimate of the exchange stiffnessA in the GdFe layer, we
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used the exchange constantsJGdGd, JGdFe, andJFeFereported
by Hansen and co-workers,16 the interatomic distances give
by Cargill,17 and the formula established by Hasegawa18 and
Mimura et al.19 that relatesA to the aforementioned param
eters in the case of ferrimagnetic amorphous alloys. We
tained A5631027 erg/cm, from which we deducedl
5AA/K522 nm ~using K51.23105 erg/cm3, see Sec. II!,
and ultimatelyt/l54.5. The only parameter that was a
justed so as to get the best possible agreement betw
theory and experiment is the value ofR' for the bilayer~see
Sec. IV A!, a parameter not accessible experimentally

necessary to work out the normalized AMRR̄ from the ex-
perimental data.

Figures 9~f, i! illustrates the fact that, with the immed
ately noticeable exception of the chirality reversal angle, c
culated data can reproduce experimental ones rather clo
Thus, our model~Sec. IV A! seems successful in determin
ing the stable configurations of the magnetization before
after thes1→s2 transition. This agreement is also a stro
support of our assumption that the magnetization twist d
not penetrate significantly into the hard TbFe layer, for t
applied field amplitudes used in this work (H<1000 Oe).

At very small fields, however@Fig. 9~c!#, the experimental
AMR data deviate significantly from the theoretical ones in
narrow range of field angle extending approximately fromcc
to the sharp resistance increase associated with the A
→AW1 transition@c;245° in Fig. 9~c!#. This deviation is
found to get stronger and stronger as the temperature an
the field is reduced. Simultaneously, the resistance jump
responding to thes1→s2 transition becomes more an
more ill-defined. In the angular range discussed, the sys
does no longer behave as a single chain of spins and the
curve lies somewhere in between that predicted for as1

wall @dashed line in Fig. 9~c!# and that predicted for as2

wall @dotted line in Fig. 9~c!#. This suggests that lateral in
homogeneities in the magnetization distribution of the Gd
layer form as the system engages in the change of w
chirality and that, subsequently, domains of opposite chir
ties coexist in the GdFe layer.

Whatever be the temperature and the field amplitude,
AMR curve does not show a pointed maximum atc5cc

m

5180°. Instead,R̄(c) keeps on rising towards a smoo
maximum, generally located far beyondcc

m5180°. This
shows clearly that the change of wall chirality does not ta
place atcc

m , i.e., immediately after the CW1 energy well got
lower in energy than CW2. A comparison of the experimen
tal and calculated data@Figs. 9~c, f, i!# reveals, however, tha
the transition occurs well beforecc

M , that is, the angle a
which the energy barrier between CW1 and CW2 vanishes
theoretically. From these observations, it follows that t
spring-magnet system remains for a long-time prisoner of
metastables1 state, but yet escapes from it at an angle su
that cc

m,c,cc
M . Moreover, transport measurements co

firm that it is possible to create, in TbFe/GdFe spring-mag
structures, Bloch walls with a twist larger than 180°~Fig. 9!,
a result already obtained from polarized neutr
reflectometry.20 As expected from our model, the AMR
2-9
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FIG. 9. ~c, f, i! Comparison betweenR̄(c) curves deduced from the experiments per-formed at 50 K on a Tb55Fe45 (50 nm)/
Gd40Fe60 (100 nm) spring-magnet structure~open circles! and the results from the model of Sec. IV A~lines!, assumingt/l54.5 andHa

5240 Oe, for three different field values:~c! H5100 Oe, ~f! H5150 Oe, and~i! H5300 Oe, corresponding to regimesC, B, and A,

respectively. Also represented are the corresponding theoretical angular variations of the angleũ(t) ~a, d, g! and of the energyẽ ~b, e, h!
associated with the stable magnetic profile~s! of the soft layer. As in Fig. 1, different line styles are used, which correspond to different
minima of the energye @Eq. ~6!#.
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curves obey the symmetry relationshipR̄(c)5R̄(360°
2c), for c.cc , in regimeA @Fig. 9~i!#.

Figure 10 shows the variation of the angular position
the first AMR minima,ca , as a function of the field strength
together with those expected from the model for the parti
lar anglesca

m ~regimesB and C, 89<H<192 Oe) andca
M

~regimeB, 137<H<192 Oe) defined in Sec. IV B. One ma
immediately notice thatca coincides rather well withca

m in
both regimesB and C. Thus, we can conclude that, as th
single soft layer, the spring-magnet system rapidly mi
mizes its energy asc exceedsca

m by switching from the
more energetic anisotropy well AW1 to the less energe
AW2. Therefore, there exists also for the spring-magne
mechanism that makes it possible to pass the energy ba
between AW1 and AW2 and escape from metastable AW
At 100 K, the agreement betweenca andca

m is perfect. At
lower temperatures, however,ca is systematically larger
than ca

m ~though it does reachca
M , in regimeB). Further-

more,ca increases with decreasing temperature and the
ferenceca(T)2ca

m increases with decreasing field. The
observations are consistent with a thermally activated tra
tion from AW1 to AW2. The height of the energy barrie
between AW1 and AW2 cannot be obtained in a simple a
14441
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lytical manner, as in the case of the single GdFe layer~Sec.
III B ! and its evaluation is beyond the scope of the pres
work. However, even if this barrier height proved strong
reduced, as compared to the case of the single GdFe lay

FIG. 10. ~Symbols! Experimental variation of the angular pos
tion of the first AMR minimumca (90°,ca,180°) as a function
of the applied field amplitude for various temperatures: (h) 100 K,
(s) 50 K, (n) 25 K, (L) 12 K. ~Lines! Results from the model
calculations. The solid line~regimesB andC) and the dashed line
~regimeB) correspond to the field variations of the particular ang
ca

m andca
M , respectively~see text for details!.
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can be ascertained that the corresponding thermal activa
volume upper bound~see Sec. III B!, though increased
would still remain many orders of magnitude smaller th
the total volume of the soft layer. Therefore, here again
nucleation-propagation mechanism~possibly defect assisted!
is certainly implicated in the AW1→AW2 transition.

Finally, it must be noticed that, in regimeA(H
>192 Oe),ca follows perfectly the field variation predicte
by the model. With increasing field,ca tends asymptotically
towards 90°. This corresponds to the increasingly large c
pression of the Bloch wall against the hard TbFe layer.7

Figure 11 presents the experimental variation of the c
cal anglecc as a function of the field amplitude, for variou
temperatures. Contrary to that ofcc

M ~Fig. 7! determined
from our model, the field variation ofcc is not monotonous.
With increasing field, it first shows a rapid increase in a fie
range corresponding approximately to regimeC, then a
maximum close to the boundary between regimeC and re-
gime B, followed by a steep decrease leading to a bro
minimum atHm5250–400 Oe~depending on the tempera
ture!, which is somewhere in regimeA, and finally a slow
increase at large field values. Concomitantly, the abruptn
of the transition varies also in a nonmonotonous manner,
appears as maximum atHm ~Fig. 8!. Then, in addition to the
fact that it cannot predict the correct value of the critic
anglecc , our one-dimensional model is also unable to a
count qualitatively for the complex field behavior ofcc . As
already mentioned, this model allows only one mode
chirality reversal. This is the unwinding mode in which th
spins remain in the plane of the layers: the spiral pro
unwinds so that the spins get parallel to the pinning direct
and then it winds in the opposite direction. The incapacity
the model used to reproduce, even qualitatively, the exp
mental variation ofcc suggests that different processes
chirality reversal might occur in our spring-magnet structu
depending on the field strength. One may notice, howe
that those data points located on the lower field side of
sharp maximum in the field variation ofcc ~open symbols in
Fig. 11! correspond precisely to those temperature and fi
values for which a clear deviation is observed, beyondcc ,
between the experimental and the calculated MR data@see

FIG. 11. Experimental variation of the angle of chirality revers
cc as a function of the applied field amplitude, for various tempe
tures:~squares! 100 K, ~circles! 50 K, ~triangles! 25 K, ~diamonds!
12 K. The lines are guides to the eye.
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Fig. 9~c!#. This is an indication that the occurrence of th
maximum in thecc(H) curve could in fact be related to th
formation, at small fields, of a multidomain structure in t
soft layer, rather than to a real change of chirality rever
process.

Another still open question relates to the temperature
pendence ofcc at large fields. Trivially, one would expec
thermal agitation to help in the jumping of the energy barr
that separates CW1 and CW2, as it helps to pass one sep
rating AW1 and AW2, and therefore to give rise to a decre
of cc with increasing temperature. Unexpectedly,cc is found
to behave in the opposite way, that is to increase conti
ously with rising temperature. This shows that, if therm
activation plays a role in the determination ofcc , this role is
either minor or nontrivial. On the other hand, it seems u
likely that the rather large thermal variation ofcc observed
be ~entirely! ascribable to a variation with temperature of t
intrinsic magnetic parameters of the system, namely, the
change length and anisotropy field. Although variations ol
andHa cannot be excluded, these must necessarily be sm
since as already mentioned before, the angular AMR
sponse of the TbFe/GdFe bilayer is globally unchanged
the temperature range investigated and no variation of th
controlling parameters had to be introduced in the mode
order to simulate successfully the AMR curves recorded
different temperatures. Furthermore, if some variations ofHa
were responsible for the observed behavior, their eff
should diminish, hence thecc(H) curves corresponding to
different temperatures should tend to merge as the ampli
of the external field increases. This is in contradiction w
the experimental observations~Fig. 11!.

What has not been considered so far is the possibility
have a magnetization oriented out of the plane, at least
ing the chirality reversal. Our one-dimensional model c
readily be modified to include this possibility: The total su
facic energy of the system has to be rewritten as

E5E
0

tFAS du

dzD
2

cos2w1AS dw

dzD 2

2K cos2u cos2w

2MH cos~u2c!cosw12pM2sin2wGdz, ~8!

wherew denotes the angle of the magnetization with resp
to the plane of the film. This energy being an even funct
of w, the in-plane configuration, solution of Eq.~5!, remains
an equilibrium solution of Eq.~8!. A priori, this in-plane
configuration may get unstable if the decrease of excha
energy following a reorientation of the magnetization out
the plane is larger than the concomitant increase in dem
netizing energy. However, a reversal mode involving suc
reorientation was not found numerically for the set of para
eters (M , A, K) describing the system studied.

The chirality reversal of a Bloch-like wall has also be
studied recently, by means of torque magnetometry,
exchange-spring magnets consisting of epitaxial SmCo~20
nm!/Fe ~5–50 nm! bilayers, by Platt and co-workers.21 The
range of external field amplitude considered by these auth
~1–12 kOe! is, however, different from that investigated

l
-
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the present work~0.1–1 kOe! since it is much closer to the
field beyond which the hard layer irreversibly switches
magnetization. As a result, the magnetization distribution
the hard SmCo layer could not be considered as unaffe
by the applied rotating field since the magnetization tw
penetrates significantly in it. Maybe due to this difference
the experimental conditions, the thermal and field behav
of the critical angle found by Plattet al. are completely un-
like those we report here:cc increases with decreasing tem
perature and exhibits a maximum in its variation with t
external field amplitude. Interestingly, using thre
dimensional micromagnetic simulations, the authors h
shown the existence of another possible mode of reversa
the wall chirality, named the fanning mode. Contrary to t
unwinding mode, the fanning mode is a localized mode:
micromagnetic structure of the film is not laterally invaria
during the reversal.22 In this new mode, the spiral structur
of the magnetization distribution is maintained during t
reversal and the spins fan out of the plane, thus avoiding
large Zeeman energy enhancement that accompanies the
unwinding. This mode is characterized by a decrease of
critical angle with increasing external field and is energe
cally more favorable than the unwinding mode at large fiel
The occurrence of a transition from the unwinding mode
small fields to the fanning mode at large fields has thus b
proposed by Plattet al. as a possible explanation for th
nonmonotonous field variation ofcc , in SmCo/Fe bilayers.

In our case, a similar explanation does not hold and,
obvious energetic reasons, the fanning mode cannot
evoked to account for the field variation ofcc below Hm .
Furthermore, it is important to note that although the mo
calculations of Ref. 21 allowed the authors to reprodu
qualitatively the field behavior ofcc for the SmCo/Fe sys
tem, the calculated values of the critical angle are, like in
case~wherecc,cc

M), systematically greater than the valu
deduced from the experiments. As Platt and co-workers,
believe that the reason for this is that more complex phen
ena are implicated in the chirality reversal. In particular, d
fects might also play a major role in this process, especi
at small fields. It is likely that, as for the anisotropy we
transition, the chirality reversal occurs in reality through t
~also possibly thermally activated! nucleation of a small re-
versed nucleus in a favorable region of the soft film, f
lowed by the subsequent growth of the reversed fraction
the sample.

In order to improve our understanding of the chiral
reversal process, we are currently performing after-eff
measurements designed to look at the dynamics of this
cess and numerical calculations of the height of the intrin
energy barrier that must be overcome. The results of th
investigations will be the subject of a future paper.

V. CONCLUSION

Magnetotransport measurements, in the CIP geome
have been used to study the twisted magnetization pro
forming in the soft GdFe layer of a TbFe/GdFe sprin
magnet structure, as a rotating external field of mode
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amplitude is applied to it. The experimental observatio
have been explained by considering the anisotropic mag
toresistance changes associated with the progressive win
and unwinding of this spiral profile. Experimental data ha
been modeled using a simple one-dimensional microm
netic model in which the hard TbFe layer magnetization
supposed to be frozen and the soft GdFe layer is treated
chain of spins running normal to the TbFe/GdFe interface
good agreement found between the experiment and the s
lation confirms our postulate that AMR is the main source
magnetoresistance in the ferrimagnetic TbFe/GdFe hard
structure. If a domain wall magnetoresistance effect ass
ated with the presence of the Bloch-like wall exists in th
structure, it is very weak compared to AMR, as already o
served in similar systems.23

The model calculations have shown the coexistence
certain ranges of field angle, of several possible magnet
tion profiles corresponding to local minima of the total e
ergy of the magnetic system, containing exchange, Zeem
and ~uniaxial! anisotropy contributions. These profiles ma
differ by the amount of magnetization twist only or by th
amount of twist and the chirality of the helical profile. In th
first case, the energy wells find essentially their origin in t
competition between the Zeeman and anisotropy ener
~anisotropy wells!, whereas in the second case, they ar
mainly from the competition between the Zeeman and
change terms~chirality wells!. Experiments have allowed u
to determine in what energy well the system actually fin
itself for a given field angle and in what circumstances
passes irreversibly from one magnetic configuration to
other. For the anisotropy well transition that exists solely
relatively small fields and occurs as the field is oriented cl
to the soft layer hard axis, it has been found that the sys
rapidly minimizes its energy by switching almost immed
ately from the more energetic metastable state to the gro
state, despite the energy barrier that, according to our mo
separate the two anisotropy wells. Indications have b
given that this transition is thermally activated. In contra
the chirality reversal has been shown not to occur as soo
the chirality well the system occupies gets metastable.
this transition happens well before the energy barrier t
separates the two chirality wells vanishes. The critical an
at which the wall chirality reverses has been shown to
hibit peculiar and still unexplained field and temperature
haviors.

Finally, we wish to emphasize again the fact that t
TbFe/GdFe ferrimagnetic system studied in this work is
many respects similar to the usual antiferromagne
ferromagnetic~AF/F! layered heterostructures. In particula
the TbFe/GdFe system shows exchange bias at low temp
ture. In our system, the magnetic configuration at the in
face is, however, a simple Bloch wall, as suggested by Ma
and co-workers,24 whereas in AF/F structures it can be si
nificantly more complex.25 The present paper demonstrat
that angle-dependent magnetotransport measurements
provide precious insights into the magnetic configuration
the interface of exchange-coupled ferrimagnetic bilaye
They could just as well do so for AF/F structures. Th
might help in clarifying whether or not magnetic doma
2-12
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walls form in the ferromagnetic components of these str
tures, a possibility sometimes suggested to explain~1! the
inability for most of the models of exchange bias to correc
predict the magnitude of the bias field and~2! the unexpected
appearance of exchange bias at a magnetically compen
AF interface.25
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